
Figure 1: Krijn Giezen: “Kijk Uit Attention” OTTERLO, c©Museum Kröller-Müller
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1 The Issue
Museal Arts

• Exhibiting art poses distinct issues for a museum

– Due to the peculiar phenomenology of art forms

– Contemporary art is even trickier: mixing phenomenologies

An Accident with Art

• May 2006, boy falls off

– Museum closes the work for the public

• What is the meaning of this work?

• What kind of work is it?

– Is it a fairground attraction?

– Or Installation art? Is it Art? How would we know?

• What would the difference amount to?



Figure 2: Karsten Höller: Caroussel, 2006 (Tate Modern)

Figure 3: De Efteling: “Villa Volta”: merely tactile
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Figure 4: Is zorbing art? (Or bungee jumping?)

Open Philosophical Questions

• How can mere tactile experiences be art?

• Do we have an olfactory art? Is gastronomy art?

• What kind of questions are these?

2 Perception
The Nature of Our Senses

• Five senses

– Five types of properties, mutually exclusive

∗ Visible properties of things we cannot hear, smell, touch, or taste, etc.

– Five types of spatial structure

∗ Some senses even require consumption (smell and taste)
∗ What concept of “ceiling” will a blind person have?

Discontinuous Sense Data?

• How do we combine such distinct data? By reasoning?

Perception is Embodied

1. Sensations are synchronous and present to the perceiver

2. Embodied perception is connected to agency

3. Moral commitment to act
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3 Art Forms
Art Forms and the Senses

• Art forms characterised phenomenologically

• In terms of the senses they address

– Music » hearing

– Photography » sight

– Film » sight and hearing

– Painting » sight . . . and a bit of touch

– Sculpture » sight . . . and a bit of touch

• These phenomenologies are inherited from types of representation: pictures, speech

• Video: Jean-luc Godard:Les Carabiniers

“. . . a painting or sculpture as an object relates physically to our whole body, not just to our eyes.” (Feagin, 21)

Two New Art Forms

• Installation art » sight, touch, smell, hearing, taste

• Performance art » sight, touch, smell, hearing, taste

• These two art forms stand apart;

– They are no longer based directly in forms of representation

∗ Seem to upset traditional distinctions
∗ Seem to transgress art to the everyday

Limits of the Everyday

• An installation art exhibition . . . and a car accident on my way to Stedelijk Museum

Artistic Attitude

• What is this artistic attitude? Kant: Disinterestedness: no interest in existence of object (no desire for
consumption)

• What induces us to take up an artistic attitude?

– Tilghman: art practice (cf. Feagin)

• Art forms and their phenomenologies

4 Installation Art
The Roots of Installation Art?

1. Sculpture?

• Sculptures normally have a front and a backside, installations do not »

• Contemplation made “more active”

2. Artistic Iconoclasm!

• Figurative painting » Artistic Iconoclasm » Abstraction » flat monochromes » Lucio Fontana
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Figure 5: Lucio Fontana: “Concetto Spatiale”, 1962

Art Practice

• Installations restore moral space of art practice (Frank Stella; Tilghman)

• New art form—still in its infancy?
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